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Outlier detection has been used to detect and, where appropriate, remove
anomalous observations from data. It has important applications in the field of fraud
detection, network robustness analysis, and intrusion detection. In this paper, we propose
aBetweenness Centrality (BEC) as novel to determine the outlier in network analyses.
The BEC of a vertex on a graph is a measure for the partic^ation of the vertex in the
shortest paths in the graph. The BEC is widely used in network analyses. Especially in a
social network, the recursive computation of the BEC of vertices is performed for the
community detection and finding the influential user in the network. In this paper, we
propose that this method is efficient for finding outlier in social network analyses.
Furthermore we show the effectiveness of the new methods.
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Outlier detection is an important data mining task that is focused on the discovery
of objects that are exceptional when compared with a set of observations that are
considered typical. In many data analysis tasks, a large number of variables are being
recorded or sampled. One of the first steps towards obtaining a coherent analysis is the
detection of outlaying observations. Although outliers are often considered an error or
noise, they may carry important information. Detected outliers are candidates for aberrant
data that may otherwise adversely lead to model misspecification, biased parameter
estimation, and incorrect results. These objects are important since they often lead to the
discovery of exceptional events. Substantial research has been done in outlier detection
and these are classified into different types with respect to the detection approach being
used. Exemplar techniques include classification-based methods, nearest neighbor-based
methods, cluster-based methods and statistical-based methods (19). In the classification-
based approach (31, 32) a model is created from a set of labeled data points and then a test
point is classified into one of the classes using appropriate testing. Support Vector
Machine (SVM) based methods (30), methods based on neural networks (33) and
Bayesian networks-based methods (25, 28, 34) belong to classification based technique.
The testing phase of this method is considerably fast as each test data is compared against
the prebuilt model. The accuracy of classification-based methods rely on the availability
of accurate preclassified examples for different normal classes, which is rarely found.
Nearest neighbor-based methods (27, 29, 35) involve distance or similarity measures
which is defined between data points. In this thesis, we discuss a new method to find an
outlier that is based on a graph. This method efficiently reduces the search space by
finding a candidate set of vertices whose betweenness centralities can be computed using
candidate vertices only.
The Betweenness Centrality (BEC) is a measure that computes the relative
mportance of a vertex in a graph, and it is widely used in network analyses such as social
network analysis, biological graph analysis, and road network analysis (1). In the social
network analysis, a vertex with higher centrality can be viewed as a more important vertex
than a vertex with lower centrality. The BEC of a vertex in a graph is a measure used for
the participation of the vertex in the shortest paths in the graph. There are many previous
works on the BEC problem. The concept of the BEC is proposed in (35), but the definition
proposed in (40) is more widely used. Recently, many variants of the definition are
proposed in (38), (37) improves the computation time of the BEC based on a modified
breadth-first search algorithm and the dependency of a vertex, and it is the fastest known
algorithm that computes the exact BEC of all the vertices in a graph. The computations of
the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices are time consuming. Therefore, another
definition of BEC is proposed (22); this based on a random walk. In (42) each vertex has a
probability of visiting its neighbor vertices. Also, (36, 39, 41) propose approximation
algorithms for computing the betweenness centrality (43) and (44) adopt the betweenness
centrality for detecting communities in a social network.
Although many methods currently exist on calculating the BEC and the BEC is
one of the major methods used in analyzing social network graphs, none of the existing
methods address the problem of updating BEC. In this thesis we propose the betweenness
centrality to find out outliers for network type data.
The next section of this thesis describes related terms and definitions which
are used throughout the thesis. Furthermore, it outlines the approach that explains the
algorithm behind the BEC approach. To get a better understanding and to demonstrate the
accuracy of BEC, several experiments were conducted with different kinds of synthetic
data sets which are described in detail in the experimental results section. We apply the
BEC technique to find outliers in synthetic data sets and compare it with another an
alternate technique the modified-Shared Nearest Neighbor(m-SNN) (3). Finally, we
conclude the thesis with a discussion of the performance, accuracy, and the importance of
the proposed technique. From the results of experiments, it is clear that this technique
gives better results in comparison to the m-SNN by giving higher true positive and true
negative values and very low false positive and false negative values for network type
data.
The m-SNN (modified-Shared Nearest Neighbor) method (3) is based on the
nonparametric clustering algorithm, the Shared Nearest Neighbor (SNN) approach
developed by Ertoz et al. (9). This method, we consider the ratio between the summation
of Euclidean distances to shared nearest neighbors and their total number of shared
neighbors. To differentiate between outliers and normal nodes, hypothesis testing is used,
Babara et al (18) and Rogers (4).
The outline of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 of this work introduces the topic
and provides background and related work on outlier detection. Chapter 2 describes
related terms and definitions which are used throughout the thesis. Chapter 3 outlines the
approach that explains the algorithm behind BEC approach. To get a better understanding
and to demonstrate the accuracy of BEC, several experiments were conducted with
different kinds of synthetic data sets those are described in more detail in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 concludes the research with a discussion of the performance, accuracy and the
importance of the proposed technique. From the results of experiments, it is clear that this
technique gives better results in comparison to m-SNN by giving higher true positive and
true negative values and very low false positive and false negative values.
CHAPTER 2
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
We define Betweenness Centrality, Adjacency Matrices, and we define the terms
p-value, null hypothesis (Ho) and alternative hypothesis (Ha) relating to the proposed
technique.
Definition 1: Betweenness Centrality- A measure that computes the relative
importance of a vertex in a graph. The formal definition is follows.
A graph is represented by G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices, and EcVxV
is the set of edges. A path in a graph is represented by a sequence of vertices, (v,,..., vn)
where v;, v7 e V for 1 < /, j <n, i*j, except possible \ = n. The betweenness centrality of a
vertex v^e G is:
Where v,, v-, vk ,e V, i*j*k, ay,. (v;) is the number of shortest paths between vj and
vk that include \>t , and cryi.t is the number of shortest paths between y,. and vk. The
betweenness centrality can be computed as follows:
1. For each pair of vertices ( vv and vt), compute the shortest paths between the two
vertices.
2. For each pair of vertices, compute the ratio of each vertex participating in the
shortest path(s). The ratio is the number of shortest paths between vs and v, that
go through v, divided by the number of shortest paths between vs and v,.
3. Accumulate the ratio for all pairs of vertices.
Definition 2: Adjacency Matrices - The adjacency matrix of a finite graph G on n
vertices is the nxn matrix where the non-diagonal entry a,j is the number of edges from
vertex i to vertex /, and the diagonal entry an, depending on the convention, is either once
or twice the number of edges (loops) from vertex i to itself. Undirected graphs often use
the latter convention of counting loops twice, whereas directed graphs typically use the
former convention.
Figure 2 shows the adjacency matrix for undirected graph. A, B, C, D, E, and F
represent the nodes. In the diagonal, all values are zero and if two nodes are connected; the
matrix is denoted by the value of 1.
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Figure 2: Undirected graph with adjacency matrix.
Definition 5: Null and Alternate Hypothesis
The null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis statements for BEC method are
expressed below.
• Null Hypothesis = Ho: Point u is not an outlier (p-value >= x)
• Alternative Hypothesis = Ha: Point u is an outlier (p-value < t)
The p-value is the maximum probability of observing a test statistic as the null
hypothesis is true, p-value is also known as observed level of significance while x is the
actual significance level. In (14), the p-value is obtained as the fraction of points in the
class that have strangeness greater than or equal to that of the point. According to new
algorithem algorithm, p-value of a point is calculated as the fraction of points in the class
that have sparseness less than to that of the corresponding point. Therefore a larger p-
value indicates the high probability of accepting null hypothesis, where as smaller p-value




This outlier detection method is based on BEC for network data and p-value
technique of hypothesis testing for finding outliers. Furthermore BEC methods can be
directly finding outliers without using p-value technique. In results section it explain
clearly. For each data point, we calculate its BEC by using adjacency matrix for network
data. To find out the adjacency matrix for the data set, we calculate the shortest paths
through nodes in the destination IP. Figure 1 show the shortest path through nodes in
destination IP address. The numbers represent the label of each node for the given data
points. The shortest path that is calculated creates an adjacency matrix from it by utilizing
sparse matrices in order to increase computational speed. Our calculation is based on
undirected network type data. The calculation for adjacency matrix yields an adjacency
matrix from friendship nominations stored as a sparse matrix. The resulting adjacency
matrix will include Id numbers in the first, row and first column; it is shown in figure 3. To
find the BEC, the calculation of the influence domain of each node in a given adjacency
matrix for a given step, returns the undirected BEC for each node of undirected adjacency
matrix 'adj'. Matrix 'adj' must be an undirected network and may or may not be sparse. The
matrix is simple to change if the graph is directed.'adj' is assumed to have id numbers in
8
the first row and also, this code could probably be more vectorised to speed up
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Figure 3: The resulting adjacency matrix including Id numbers in the first row and first
column.
As our method needs to find the adjacency matrix for each data point, it is required
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Figure 4: Betwenness centraJity for node C step by step, (a) calculated Euclidean distance,
(b) Shortest distance with Floyd algorithm, (c) Adjacency matrix.
In figure 4 shows six vertex labeling A, B, C, D, E, and F, by calculating
betweenness centrality for vertex C. Figure 4(a) shows calculated Euclidean distance
between nodes and using Floyd algorithm compute the shortest path for this graph (Figure
4(b)). According to the shortest path in the graph compute the adjacency matrix which is
shown in figure4(c).In the adjacency matrix on the above, if the ties did not have a weight
assigned to them, The connections are represent with 0s and Is. hi figure4 (d), the blue
colored paths represent the 8 shortest paths in the graph that pass through C nodes. This
will give this node a betweenness score of 8/15.
BEC(Vc)=(S,15)
A 0 1 - - - - A 0 1 - - - - A 0 1 - - - -
B0O 1 - - - B 1 0 1 - - - 1110-.-
C -1f)fl 1 1 - C - (1): 0 1 1 - C- II II -
E - - fti - 0 1 E - - {£ - • 1 E - -0- 0 1
f - - - "":%i) o f - - - "■-*(£) o f - - - - i o
3 path 3 path 0 path
A 0 1 - - - - Ail---- A 0 1 - - - -
B101-- B 1 0 1 - - - B 1 0 1 - - -
C - 1 0 (l) 1 - C - 1 0 1 (I) - C - 1 0 1 1 -
D - - (f\ 0 - - D - - 1 ft - - D - - 1 • - -
E - - (T) - 0 1 E - - 1 - 0 1 E - - 1 - 0 0
F - - - -^l) 0 F - - - - 1 0 F - - - - 1 0
2 path 0 path 0 path
Figure 5: Betwenness centrality for node C step by step in Adjacency matrix.
In figure 4(c) show adjacency matrix for the sample graph and figure 5 shows how
to compute the number of shortest path that include node C. To calculate number of
shortest path including node C, it start from 1st node which is node A. There is no any
shortest path starting with C node.
Since we have n data points, the complexity of calculating the shortest path is
O(n'). Finally to find outliers we need to compare each data point with the other data
points, thus resulting in O(n~) complexity.
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Table 1: Betweenness Centrality Based Outlier Detection Algorithm
Procedure: Betweenness centrality Based Outlier
Detection
Inputs: data[], a set of network data points;
Output: List of Outliers
// Finding Adjecency matrix for all the data points
Inputs: data[], Adjacency matrix for data points;
Output: List of Betweenness centrality for all data
points
// Finding Betweenness centrality for all the data
points
Inputs: data[], Betweenness Centrality for data
points;
Output: List of Outliers
//Finding the outliers based on p-value method
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTING WITH SYNTHETIC DATASETS
This section describes experiments and results with synthetic data sets followed
by how the data was generated. We ran the experiments where t was taken as 0.05. i.e.,
these experimental results are with 95% confidence.
4.1 Synthetic Data generation
To cover the broad range of applications, network type data sets were generated.
We apply a rigorous set of tests to the data in the path to understand the strength or
weakness of the method. In all cases we use probabilistic distribution based data
generation which takes user inputs to decide parameters of the data pattern, i.e., identify
variables and then use a probabilistic model to generate the required number of data
points and outliers.
After generating data, each set of data points with scaling features were tested by
using both the BEC method and m-SNN (3) outlier detection method. The m-SNN
method is a modification of the SNN (Shared Nearest Neighbor) method that aids in
outlier detection.
In this analysis, we generated network data sets of three different sizes viz. small
(100<), medium (100< medium< 1000) and large (1000>). An example for a small data
13
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set is a set with 56 total data points, where 6 of them were generated as global outliers
which is small data set. After applying our new BEC method and m-SNN method with t
0.05, all the expected global outliers were detected for the BEC method. Though the m-
SNN approach was able to detect all the above labeled outliers correctly too, the results
were not as accurate or precise as the BEC method




























































































The results obtained are summarized in Table 2 to demonstrate the calculated BEC for
synthesis data point 21 and it show the Source and destination IP associate with done
number. It clearly shows the relationship between BEC and outliers. BEC is always
between 0 and 1 if any points not in that range are an outlier. Figure 4 shows the graph
of calculated Betweenness centrality vs Node no according to Table 2 and this graph
clearly shows to those five outliers in the data set.
Figure 6: Outlier detection: BEC Technique - Synthetic data with 21 data points. Red
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Figure 7: Outlier detection: BEC Technique and n-SNN- Synthetic data (a) with 50 and
(b) 100 data points. Blue and Brown color shows results data for BEC and m-SNN
respectively.
The results obtained are summarized in Figure 5 to demonstrate the comparison
between BEC method and m-KNN for synthesis data point 50, and 100 and it show the
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outliers in red circles. To compare these two techniques, assign arbitrary values for node
numbers. We give arbitrary vales as 1 and 1.5 used for non-outliers, 5 and 5.5 used for outliers for
BEC and m-SNN respectively. In Figure 5(a) have 50 data points for test run and its gives 9 and 7
data points outliers for BEC and m-SNN respectively. According to the results node no 9 is not
an outlier for 50 data points' on the other hand with 100 points test run, node number 9 is an
outlier for m-SNN. However in BEC, number of number of data point is not depending on the
outliers. According to graphs clearly show BEC has high accuracy compare with m-SNN.
The results obtained are summarized in Table 3 to demonstrate True Positive
(TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN) and False Negative (FN) values as
percentages. It shows the average results for three different sizes of data sets. From the
results, it is clear that the BEC has very high TP, TN percentages and very low FP, FN
percentages compared to the m-SNN approach. Also the proposed method has the best
results for the network type data. On comparing the results of complex path data sets, it is
evident that the BEC is more robust in finding outliers (compared to m-SNN) particularly
with respect to true positives and minimizing false negatives.
















According to the tabulated results of Table 3, it is clear that BEC has very high
TP, TN percentages and very low FP, FN percentages. Therefore BEC is enhanced in
accuracy and performance when detecting outliers comparing to m-SNN approach.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we have described an algorithm based on graph theory capable of
detecting outliers in different types of network type data sets. This method is a
combination of adjacency matrix and betweeness centralities which avoids assumptions
about data distributions and uses hypothesis testing to detect outliers. Through a series of
experiments, we have shown that this method achieves good results with very high true
positive and true negative values with the BEC approach producing outlier detection
results equivalent or better than the m-SNN method. Currently we are reformulating the
algorithm to improve the run time efficiencies and also to parallelize the code to make it
amenable for massive data sets. Furthermore, modifying this method can be used to
identify an outlier to update a social network graph.
Currently we are reformulating the algorithm to improve the run time efficiencies
and also to parallelize the code to make it amenable to massively large data sets. Also to
reduce the time complexity of the BEC algorithm, our next step is to develop this method
to find outlier without using p-value technique. Moreover we plan to continue our
experimentations with more real datasets.
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